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In this paper we examine a method for establishing an almost sure existence of a subgraph of 
a random graph with a given subgraph property. Since the method has been abused in the 
literature, we state some conditions under which it can be safely used. As an illustration we 
apply the method to induced cycles, maximal induced trees and arbitrary subgraphs of a 
random graph K,,.p. 
. 
In the literature the following method is often used when investigating 
subgraphs of a given type in a random graPh. Suppose one wants to prove that a 
random graph contains almost surely (a.s.) a subgraph S possessing two given 
properties, say A and B. Then, in the first step, one shows that a random graph 
contains a.s. at least one subgraph aving the Property A. Next, it is shown that 
for a graph that contains any given subgraph S with Property A, this subgraph as 
also the Property B a.s. For the sake of simplicity let us denote the above method 
by M. It appears that this approach is not always accurate. In fact, some authors 
(see [3] and [6]) who had already used the method in their investigations, later 
expressed oubts about its correctness. For example, Moon (see [6]) who wanted 
to prove that almost all random graphs Kn,p, where p2= (1 + e)(2/n)lrZlogn, 
have a spanning cycle, confirms in his authorreferat s follows: "It is shown that 
almost all such graphs contain at least one cycle of length n - [(2n) v2] and it is 
shown that almost all graphs that contain any given cycle of this length also 
contain a spanning cycle. From this it iserroneously concluded that almost all 
graphs Kn,~, have a spanning cycle." Recently, it was shown (see [5]) that a 
stronger esult about spanning cycles is even true. However the method of the 
proof is entirely different han that used by Moon. In a case of the paper [3] the 
authors have been able to show the correctness of method rig. This has become an 
inspiration for writing this note in which we specify those conditions under which 
the method M is correct. Several examples using the presented method will be 
analyzed. 
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Let us state formally the method d~ in such a way as it has been used in some 
papers. Let X1, • • . ,  Xn and Y~, . . . ,  Y, be zero-one random variables. Put 
nit n 
X=~X/  and Y=~, Yi. 
i=1 i=1 
According to these notations the method d~ could be stated as follows. Assume 
that as n--* oo 
Pr[X > 01 = 1 - o(1) 
and for each i 
Pr[Y/= 11Xi = 1]= 1 - o(1). 
Then 
Pr [Y> 0] = 1 -  o(1). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
However, we cannot always deduce (3) from (1) and (2), i.e., the method d~ is 
not always correct. To illustrate how faulty this argument can be, let us consider 
the following simple example. Let A1 , . . .  ,A .  be events with X1 , . . . ,  X, 
corresponding indicator random variables and analogously, let B1 , . . . ,  Bn be 
events with Y~, . . . ,  I1, corresponding indicator andom variables. Let 
Q=CIU. . .UC,  UB iU . . .UBn and 
n 
B=NB~ 
i= l  
be such that C1, . . . ,  Cn, B~\B , . . . ,  Bn\B and B form a partition of the 
probability space ff~. Assume that 
1 1 
Pr[ C~] = 2n' Pr[Bjl = 
vn  
and put Ai = Bi 0 Ci. Then, it is easy to check that 
Pr[X > 01 = Pr[l..J Ai] = 1 
and for i - 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, 
Pr[Y~ = 1 IX /= 11 = Pr[B, I Ai] = 1 + 2V~n = 1 - o(1), as n ~ oo. 
But Pr[Y > 0] = Pr[I..3 nil = ½. 
In order to specify those conditions under which the method d~ is accurate, we 
will need the following pure probabilistic result. 
Lemma. Let Xt , . . . ,  X, ,  Y1 , . . . ,  Y, be zero-one random variables with Yi <~ 
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X~, 1 <~ i <~ n. Assume, to avoid pathologies, that no Xi is always zero. Set 
n 
X=~,X/  and Y=~. ,Y i .  
i=1  i=1 
Assume 
and 
Pr [Y i= l lX /= l ]> l -e ,  l<~i<~n 
vat(x)  < eE(X) 
Then Pr[Y > 0] > 1 - 110e. 
(4) 
(5) 
Proof. By Chebyshev's inequality and (5) 
Pr[X < 0.9E(X)] < Var(X)/[O.1E(X)] 2< 100e. (6) 
Further, by (4), for each i (1 ~< i <~ n) we have 
E(Y/) = E(X/)Pr[Y/= 1 IX/= 1]> E(X/)(I - e). 
Summing over all i 
n n 
E(Y) = ~ E(Y/) > (1 - e) ~ E(X/) = (1 - e)E(X). 
i=1  i=1 
Therefore E(X - Y) < eE(X) and hence (as X - Y is always nonnegative) 
P r [X -  g > 0.1E(X)] < eE(X)/O.XE(X) = 10e. (7) 
Combining (6) and (7) we see that 
Pr[X>~ 0.9E(X) and X - Y~< 0.1E(X)] > 1 - 110e. 
But if this event occurs, Y t> 0.8E(X) > 0 and the lemma is shown. [] 
Of course, the constant '110' could easily be decreased. For our purpose it 
suffices to know that as e approaches zero Pr[Y > 0] approaches unity. We rewrite 
our Lemma to emphasize its asymptotic nature. 
Lemma. Let  X1, . . . ,  Xn, Y1, • • • , Y,, be zero -one  random variables with Yi <<- Xi, 
1 <~ i <~ n. Assume no Xi is always zero. Set X = ~'2=1 Xi and Y = ~']=1 Yi. Assume 
Pr[Y~ = 1IX/= 11 = 1 -  o(1) (4') 
and 
Var(X) = o(E(X)2). (5') 
Then Pr[Y > 0] = 1 - o(1). 
Let us observe here, that the condition (5') is stronger than (1) since 
Pr[X = 0] ~< Var(X)/E(X)  2. Thus, having in mind the above remark our Lemma 
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indicates a correct way of applying the method A/ (instead of (1) the condition 
(5') should be satisfied). 
. 
Let us illustrate our considerations by a few examples from random graph 
theory. Consider a graph K,,,p which has n labeled vertices and in which each 
edge is present with the same probability p independently of all other edges. Let 
~; = {F~, . . . ,  F~,o} be a family of subgraphs of a given complete graph K~. For 
every i (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  f(n)) define an event Ai as follows: F /c  K~.p and F~ has a 
subgraph Property A. Further, let Bi stand for an event that F~ has, in addition, a 
subgraph Property B. Let X~ and Y~ be corresponding indicator andom variables 
for the events Ai and Bi, respectively. Put 
f(n) f(n) 
X=~X/  and Y=~ Y/. 
i=1 i=l 
It should be emphasized here, that by a subgraph property, we mean that a 
given subgraph is subject to some conditions dealing with a structure of whole 
graph (e.g. being a tree is a graph property but being an induced tree or a 
maximal induced tree are examples of subgraph properties). It is easily seen that 
Y/~< X/ and all conditional probabilities Pr[Y/= 1 [ X/= 1] (i = 1 , . . . ,  f(n)) are 
equal. 
The following three examples will confirm the usefulness of the method ~ (for 
uniformity we formulate all these examples in the model K,,p). 
A. Induced cycles. 
1 (1+ 
P n 
It is known from the paper [7] that if 
to(n) + log 2k~, 
] k 
(8) 
where co(n) tends to infinity arbitrarily slowly and k = o((n log n)l/3), then a 
random graph K,.p contains a k-cycle a.s. Let X = X(n) stand for the number of 
all k-cycles in a random graph. It was also shown (see [7, p. 12]) that the 
assumption (5') from our Lemma is fulfilled. Now if B is a property of "being 
induced k-cycle", then 
Pr[Y/= l lX~ = 1] = (1 -p )  (9.k = 1 -o(1) ,  
if p satisfies (8) and k = o((n log n)V3). Therefore such a random graph contains 
an induced k-cycle a.s. 
B. Maximal induced trees. This example is taken from the paper [3]. Let us 
consider a random graph K,,,p with a fixed edge probability p. Let X = X(n) stand 
for the number of induced stars of order r + 1 in K,,p. Then the condition (5') is 
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satisfied as long as r~<(2 - e) log n/log 1/q, where q = 1 -p .  On the other hand 
let Y = Y(n) be the number of those stars of order r + 1 that are maximal trees. 
Then if r is such that 
we have 
l og  n . log  n 
(1 + e ) i ~ -17 q ~ r <~ (2 -  e ) i ~gg ]-f q , (9) 
Pr[Y/= 1IX/= I] = (1 -  (r + 1)pqr) n-r- l -"  1-o(1) .  
This implies that for each integer r satisfying (9) a random graph K,,p contains 
a.s. a maximal induced tree of order r. 
In a similar way one can show an analogous result about maximal complete 
subgraphs in a random graph K,,p which was stated without proof in the paper 
[2]. 
C. Threshold for arbitrary subgraphs. Let F be an arbitrary graph with maximal 
subgraph degree 21/k t> 1. In the paper [1] it was shown that if pn k/1 --> 0% then a 
random graph Kn,p contains an F-graph a.s. Using our method we are able to give 
a slightly different proof of this fact. Let F1, F2 , . . . ,  F~ = F be the grading of a 
graph G (for the definition see [1]). Let X = X(n) be the number of Frgraphs 
contained in K~,p and Y = Y(n) the number of those of them that are contained in 
an F-graph. It can be found in [4] that (5') is satisfied for the random variable X. 
Now 
Pr[Y~ = 1 [Xt = 11 = Pr[C], 
where C is an event that a given Fa-subgraph ~ is contained in an Frgraph in 
Kn.p. All we need to show is that Pr[C] = 1 -  o(1). But, in fact, we will show 
something more, namely that for each 1 <<-r<<-t- 1 any given F r -  graph is 
contained in an Frgraph a.s. We show it by induction on t -  r. For r = t -  1 the 
above fact follows the same lines as the proof of Lemma 6 in [1]. Let at, be a 
given Fk-graph. Denote by U = U(n) the number of all Fk+l-graphs which contain 
Fk and are subgraphs of our K~,~,. Also let W = W(n) stand for the number of 
those of them which are contained in an Frgraph. Applying again the method of 
the proof of Lemma 6 from [1], the induction assumption and, finally, our 
Lemma we arrive at 
Pr [W > O] = 1 - o(1). 
In other words, there exists a.s. an extension of P, to Frgraph in K,,p. Therefore, 
in particular, Pr[C] = 1 - o(1), which completes the proof. 
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